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Crawford School’s National Executive Education program is your pathway to professional development through a diverse range of short 
courses and customised programs developed for government. Courses are delivered by world-class public service practitioners and 
academics.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Introductory courses

Learn foundation skills essential for your public policy career. These courses do not need prior knowledge or experience in public policy 
and are designed for early career professionals and more established professionals taking on new responsibilities.

Date Title Presenter/s

5-7 April Policy processes for practitioners: An introduction  (2½ day workshop)

This course is designed to introduce public servants with limited policy experience to how 
public policy is developed and communicated at the national level in Australia. Participants 
will be introduced to relevant academic concepts and frameworks which can be of practical 
use to practitioners operating in today’s complex and often chaotic policy world. Case 
studies will be used to illustrate how policy is made and practical exercises will be employed 
to deepen the learnings from the course.

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie
Ms Kristen Connell

19 April Public sector writing skills  

This course will cover the rules of English usage, the principles of style, commonly misused 
words and skills in the valuable art of communicating succinctly.

Ms Kristen Connell

25 May Beginner’s guide to microeconomics for the public sector                                  

This course is designed to give economic beginners an introduction to key microeconomic 
principles, theories and terminology including trade-offs, marginal analysis, incentives, 
cost-benefit analysis, market efficiency, inefficiency and failure, consumer choice, game 
theory and the role of assumptions in economic models.

Prof Robert Breunig

26 May Beginner’s guide to macroeconomics for the public sector

This course is designed to give economic beginners an understanding of economy-wide 
phenomena such as inflation, unemployment, international trade and economic growth.

Prof Robert Breunig

7 June Art of the policy narrative 

Improve your skills in negotiating and crafting written policy, and learn the art of 
communicating policies persuasively and effectively.

Ms Kristen Connell

23 June Demystifying statistics

This practical course will help you learn more about the statistics you use, and give you the 
skills and confidence to use them.

Dr Anthony Swan

12 July Writing policy: a workshop for practitioners 

This workshop is designed to improve participants’ capacity to evaluate policy documents 
and build their ability to write effective policy.

Ms Kristen Connell



Date Title Presenter/s

19 July Environmental and resource economics for non-economists

In this course you will discover how economic approaches can be used to improve the 
management of our environment and natural resources. You will receive a solid grounding 
in economic ideas for environmental and resource management and how they can be 
successfully communicated to policymakers, stakeholders, and the public.

Dr Paul Burke

6 Sep Public sector writing skills  

This course will cover the rules of English usage, the principles of style, commonly misused 
words and skills in the valuable art of communicating succinctly.

Ms Kristen Connell

15 Sep Policy and persuasion: communicating with influence at work

In this course, you will master the principles of successful business narrative, developing and 
refining your storytelling skills for use in leadership and organisational contexts.

Dr Mary Lynn Mather

20-22 Sep Policy processes for practitioners: An introduction  (2½ day workshop)

This course is designed to introduce public servants with limited policy experience to how 
public policy is developed and communicated at the national level in Australia. Participants 
will be introduced to relevant academic concepts and frameworks which can be of practical 
use to practitioners operating in today’s complex and often chaotic policy world. Case 
studies will be used to illustrate how policy is made and practical exercises will be employed 
to deepen the learnings from the course.

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie
Ms Kristen Connell

11 Oct Art of the policy narrative 

Improve your skills in negotiating and crafting written policy, and learn the art of 
communicating policies persuasively and effectively.

Ms Kristen Connell

9 Nov Beginner’s guide to microeconomics for the public sector                                  

This course is designed to give economic beginners an introduction to key microeconomic 
principles, theories and terminology including trade-offs, marginal analysis, incentives, 
cost-benefit analysis, market efficiency, inefficiency and failure, consumer choice, game 
theory and the role of assumptions in economic models.

Prof Robert Breunig

10 Nov Beginner’s guide to macroeconomics for the public sector

This course is designed to give economic beginners an understanding of economy-wide 
phenomena such as inflation, unemployment, international trade and economic growth.

Prof Robert Breunig



Intermediate courses

These courses delve deeper into topical or targeted fields of interest. Some knowledge or familiarity with the topic is an advantage but 
is not essential.

Date Title Presenter/s

21 April Public sector leadership: Foundations

This one day workshop focuses on equipping those who are relatively new to the leadership 
role with the foundational knowledge, awareness and skills to be effective, insightful, capable 
and confident leaders. 

Prof Giles Hirst
Mr Andrew Carnegie

27 April The art of stakeholder engagement 

Stakeholder engagement is now an integral part of the policy development process and 
informs ministerial policy advice as well as serving to optimise policy implementation and 
service delivery. In this course, you will explore the fine art of stakeholder engagement in 
managing conflict and finding solutions to intractable policy issues.

Mr Paul Porteous

3-4 May Building productive professional relationships

In this two-day course you will learn how to enhance performance in public and private sector 
workplaces through the development of productive professional relationships. You will explore 
the deeper issues of communication and learn patterns that shape people’s behaviour.

Dr Gary Saliba

9-10 May Essentials of cost-benefit analysis  

This course will develop your skills to confidently undertake a basic cost-benefit analysis of 
a project or policy, capably review reports prepared by consultants, and prepare regulatory 
impact statements. 

Prof Leo Dobes

17 May Communicating evidence for policy impact

Evidence-based policy-making is universally regarded as the goal for policy officers but 
the reality of developing policy in today’s fast-paced environment is that this can be very 
challenging. This course focuses on how public service practitioners can employ evidence to 
build their case and exert the greatest impact on policy. Case studies, good practice examples 
and practical exercises will assist practitioners to hone their skills at this critical element of 
policy-making.

NB: Previously titled ‘Evidence-based policy: a workshop for practitioners’

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie

29-30 June Economics of labour markets

This two-day course will develop your skills to understand basic theoretical and empirical 
concepts of labour economics. You will learn why workers in different jobs earn different wages, 
comprehend the role of education in shaping the distribution of wages, learn about labour 
mobility and international labour migration, and understand the causes and consequences of 
labour market discrimination.

Dr Mathias Sinning

7 July Understanding productivity performance and trends 

This course will help you to understand productivity, interpret productivity trends and 
appreciate what can be done to improve national productivity performance.

Mr Dean Parham

22 July Systemic risk and economic policy

The aim of this one day course is to provide an introduction to the topic of systemic risk 
which has emerged as one of the greatest public policy challenges of the past decade.

Prof Renee McKibbin
Prof Thorsten Beck



3-4 Aug Using data to answer and evaluate policy

In this course you will discuss a range of analytical techniques that can be used to answer 
key policy questions. You will learn how to measure the impact of policy and whether or not  a 
particular policy improves individual lives.The focus of the course will be on the assumptions, 
purpose and limitations of the techniques, rather than formulae and equations.

Dr Anthony Swan

19 Aug Innovation in the public sector

This workshop will focus on the conditions, strategies and skills necessary to support and 
encourage innovation in the public sector. During this workshop participants will learn how to 
foster the underlying conditions within their policy sector to stimulate and encourage innovative 
processes as well as exploit windows of opportunities for innovations in public policy, service 
delivery and regulation. More generally, the workshop will allow reflection on the broader policy 
environment and dynamics as both motivating and limiting ambitions for innovation and the 
wider diffusion of ideas, processes and products across a sector or system.

Prof Adrian Kay

8 Sep The art of stakeholder engagement 

Stakeholder engagement is now an integral part of the policy development process and 
informs ministerial policy advice as well as serving to optimise policy implementation and 
service delivery. In this course, you will explore the fine art of stakeholder engagement in 
managing conflict and finding solutions to intractable policy issues.

Mr Paul Porteous

18 Oct Anti-corruption tools and techniques for public sector agencies

Anti-corruption tools and techniques have become a core part of public sector governance. 
In this course you will learn about corruption and how to apply anti-corruption tools and 
techniques within your organisation’s governance.

Mr David Burfoot

20 Oct Communicating evidence for policy impact

Evidence-based policy-making is universally regarded as the goal for policy officers but 
the reality of developing policy in today’s fast-paced environment is that this can be very 
challenging. This course focuses on how public service practitioners can employ evidence to 
build their case and exert the greatest impact on policy. Case studies, good practice examples 
and practical exercises will assist practitioners to hone their skills at this critical element of 
policy-making.

NB: Previously titled ‘Evidence-based policy: a workshop for practitioners’

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie

24-25 Oct Essentials of cost-benefit analysis  

This course will develop your skills to confidently undertake a basic cost-benefit analysis of 
a project or policy, capably review reports prepared by consultants, and prepare regulatory 
impact statements. 

Prof Leo Dobes

7-8 Nov Strategic planning

Effective strategic thinking and planning requires you to take a big picture approach and look 
beyond the traditional internal boundaries. In this course you will learn how to use strategic 
thinking during the development of outcomes, goals and objectives.

Mr Andrew Carnegie

23-24 Nov Economics of tax policy

In this course you will examine recent developments in the design of tax policy, and learn the 
economic foundations and practical economic tools needed to consider and design tax policy.

Prof Robert Breunig 
Mr Shane Johnson



Enrichment courses
These courses assume some knowledge and experience in public policy and will explore more complex tools and concepts for building 
skills and competencies. Suitable for those who have some familiarity and experience with the subject matter to refresh or extend their 
skills and understanding.

Date Title Presenter/s

19 May Public sector leadership: Enhancement

This one day workshop builds on the skills of emerging leaders with a focus of further equipping 
participants with the practical skills to succeed. By attending this workshop participants will 
further build on their core interpersonal and organisational leadership skills to be able to lead 
and succeed in their roles.

Prof Giles Hirst
Mr Andrew Carnegie

26 July Understanding migration, refugee and asylum policy

This course will analyse Australia’s current policy settings in relation to immigration, refugee 
resettlement and asylum, examine how these policies have developed over time, and look at the 
policy drivers underpinning them.

Mr Peter Hughes

16 Aug Measuring and managing public sector productivity

Through this course you will learn the links between the public sector and productivity, the 
productivity effects of policy programs, the efficiency and effectiveness of program delivery and 
the productivity of government agencies.

Mr Dean Parham

1 Sep Communicating in a political environment

This one-day program for senior executives in the public service provides an overview of 
the skills necessary to improve your presentation performance, examining your personal 
communication style and providing participants with a heightened awareness of the dynamics of 
communicating in a politically charged environment. This is an excellent session for those having 
to brief minister’s offices, through to handling presentations to key stakeholders and the general 
public.

Dr David Marshall

13 Sep Overcoming policy amnesia: learning from policy success and failure

Policy-making is often acknowledged to be an imperfect exercise, due to constraints in policy 
processes around timing, available evidence, and political support, as well as insufficient 
attention to implementation and stakeholder engagement.  In this course, participants will work 
with case studies to understand the conditions that enable some policy actions to succeed 
while others fail.  Practitioners will use tools from the academic literature such as the policy 
window and the strategic triangle test to deepen their policy making capability in the real world 
policy environment. 

Dr Trish Mercer
Dr Wendy Jarvie

10 Oct Public sector leadership

This one day workshop builds on the skills of emerging leaders with a focus on further 
equipping participants with the practical skills to succeed. By attending this workshop 
participants will further build on their core interpersonal and organisational leadership skills to be 
able to lead and succeed in their roles.

NB: Previously titled ‘Public sector leadership: Enhancement’

Mr Andrew Carnegie

30 Nov Building the anti-corruption framework for your agency

Anti-corruption tools and techniques have become a core part of public sector governance, 
internationally and domestically. In this Enrichment course you will revise anti-corruption theory, 
practice and tools and begin developing your agency’s integrity/anti-corruption framework. It is 
designed for officials with some experienced in public sector governance and who are or may 
become responsible for organisational integrity/forensic controls.

Mr David Burfoot



Reserve your place now
Online registrations will open once the calendar has been finalised (February 2016). 
Check the website: crawford.anu.edu.au/executive_education for updates and detailed descriptions of courses.

Course fees (GST inclusive)
$550   - half day

$1100 - one day

$2200 - two days

$2750 - two and a half days

Group discounts
Available for bulk registrations of 3 or more participants registering in the same course. 
To receive the group discount, registrations must include full details of all participants attending.

Class size and times
Class sizes generally range from 15-20 participants. 

Full day courses run from 9.30am-4.30pm.

Contact us for more information
E | csee@anu.edu.au

P | +61 2 6125 2154

W | crawford.anu.edu.au/executive_education

Please check the website for updates, online registration, course descriptions, terms/conditions and cancellation 

policy. Crawford School reserves the right to change courses and program titles, levels, fees, dates and venues.


